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Office Automation (OA), a new-type working way that combines modern office
with the network, is an applied realm of technique with activity and vitality in New
Technological Revolution. It is the product of the information society. Through the
Internet, the insider can work together without the limits of Time and Location.
The application of switching network via OA System, which makes information
spread faster and more convenient, expands the way of working and achieves
high-efficiency. Office Automation mentioned now, is based on the Internet, and
refers to unimpeded exchange of information inside the enterprise. In this pattern,
the enterprise becomes a big office. Finance, personnel, administration, business
etc. underneath become sections of the business’ information flow, instead of
information island any more. Depend on this kind of mode, the organization
structure of the business enterprise can get the simplification, each department
goes forward to cooperate in the foundation of the information share, which is
easy to definitude the responsibility of each department even each employee, so
the layer can synthesize the information which come from each aspect quickly,
and with this for the basis to constitute strategic decision that draws up the
business enterprise. Therefore, this thesis mainly studies the B/S structure of the
office system and Implementation method, how to make use of the five greatest
objects of the request, the response, the session, the application and the server
and their methods and attribute in the ASP and the inside module of ASPthe
module of document input(LyfUpload), the connection and command object with
their method in the ADO database link, the record set object with its method in the
record set database link to carry out each function mold piece of system. Among
them, this thesis still used the saving process within the SQL Server to raise the
movement efficiency of the system. This paper firstly analyzes the AOC













department is mainly for OEM customers and sales customer service, for the
company to contact with customers to set up a bridge, under a piece of
equipment support department, the 
department of management services, service station of management department,
information service center, technical support department, therefore in the office
automation system of demand for information management, log management,
schedule management, bulletin management, news management, document
management, report management, staff information management, user rights
management and so on.
In the system design, based on the analysis to the related technology ,we know
that, the ASP, B / S structure, SQL Server2000 database system are the main
use of technology in the paper. According to the overall requirements of AOC
electronic’s customer service, targeted to the office automation system function
modules, database structure design, basically meet the needs of the customer
service department to the office automation needs of all. At the completion of the
design and Realization of office automation system, the function modules of the
system test and deployment. Finally, the paper give the summary and Prospect of
the deficiency of the system and the system also need to perfect.
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